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  Benefit from decades of expertise and connections in the OC area while having direct access to your broker at all times. 
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  Whether you're an experienced home buyer or it's your first time, we're there for every contract, inspection, and to set you up for a smooth transaction. Our broker is well-versed in negotiation tactics to get you the most for your dollar.   
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  Our sales are continually the highest in the neighborhoods we service. We give you the advice needed to make the best impression and an honest, accurate evaluation of where to price while marketing your home on many platforms.
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  Our sister company, Orange County Residential Property Management, takes the headache out of managing your income property so you can focus on your profit. We handle interactions with tenants, re-leasing, accounting, coordinating repairs, and property renovation.     
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                  [image: Laguna Beach scenic house tour...call us if you&rsquo;re shopping the area. 🌊]
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                  [image: Property hunting today was 👌🏼. Lots of buyer demand but not a lot of inventory, so homes can move quickly. Still a great time to sell.]
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                  [image: Spanish Colonial Revival is an all-time favorite architectural style of ours, as seen in Ole Hanson&rsquo;s homes in San Clemente. A beautiful spiral staircase, arched windows, leaded glass, complete with all the Spanish details.  What&rsquo;s your f]
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                  [image: In escrow on this tucked away LB beauty.]
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                  [image: Just capturing an ocean view during our inspection of this beautiful Laguna Beach home. Really excited for our buyers!]
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                  [image: Sneak peek of this Laguna Beach home. 💚 When your clients have impeccable taste...]
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                  [image: Just opened escrow today for a happy client in the gated community of Canyon Creek in Northwood High area in Irvine. 🙌🏼]
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                  [image: House hunting in Laguna today for a client. Give us a call if you have questions about the current RE market.]
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                  [image: So grateful real estate is considered essential during these times. We&rsquo;ve been closing escrows and handling showings with proper social distancing measures in place. Limited inventory is keeping demand high. 🙌🏼]
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                  [image: Previewing homes for clients is still one of my favorite things to do, especially on this gorgeous Sunday!]
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                  [image: In Escrow: FULL price, multiple offers, few short days on market. 🙌🏼]
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                  [image: Sometimes our clients touch base years later to say how much they still love the home we helped them choose. We&rsquo;re so grateful that our business has been 100% referral based for 22 years now. #experiencecounts]
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                  [image: So excited for our clients who just closed on this brand new home built in Irvine&rsquo;s beautiful Orchard Hills community. 🙌🏼]
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                  [image: Working on a detailed market report on this ☀️ day. Noticing how homes priced correctly in our current market are selling within 10 days! It&rsquo;s a good market, friends. #sellinglike🥞]
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                  [image: Coming soon...2 bed/1.5 bath with a view in the beautifully serene 55+ community of Casta del Sol. Asking $525K.]
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                  [image: Sometimes a client wants to see a property many times while thinking on it - and we never mind, especially when it&rsquo;s in Laguna Beach with ocean views galore and walking distance to the 🏖 beach. 🌊]
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